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SOME ALMOST PRODUCT STRUCTURES ON MANIFOLDS
WITH LINEAR CONNECTION

BY STERE IANUS

Differentiable manifolds with almost product structure were investigated by
G. Walker [9], Willmore [10], Yano [12], [13] and others. The main purpose of
the present paper is to study two special linear connections with respect to which
an almost product structure given globally is parallel. These special linear connec-
tions have been determined in terms of local coordinates by Schouten [6] and
Vranceanu [8].

In § 3 and § 4, we treat the case of the tangent bundle, using the theory of
prolongation of tensor fields and linear connections to tangent bundles [1], [5], [11].

§1. Let M be an ^-dimensional differentiate manifold15. Let Mx be the tan-
gent space at each point x of the manifold M. A mixed tensor field defines an
endomorphism on each tangent space Mx. If there exists a mixed tensor field P
which satisfies

(1.1) P2=I,

we say that the field P gives an almost product structure to the manifold and we
call the manifold an almost product manifold. Then the manifold M carries two
globally complementary distributions 3) and 3)'. If we denote with V and V
respectively the projection tensor fields corresponding to the two distributions 3)
and 3)', we have

(1.2) VV'=V'=Q, V+V=I, V2=V, V'2=V.

We say that X is a vector field which belongs to the distribution 3) if, for every
point x of manifold M, we have Xxs3)x(M\ where 3)X(M}=V(MX).

Let F be a linear connection on manifold M Then we say that the distribu-
tion 3) is parallel with respect to the connection Γ if, for every vector field X
which belongs to the distribution 3), the vector field VYX belongs to the distribu-
tion 3) for every vector field Y of the manifold M.
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1) The manifolds, functions, tensor fields and connections appearing in the discussion

will be supposed to be of the differentiability class C°°.
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§2. On a manifold M we consider a linear connection Fand an almost product
structure P. We define two linear connections V and 9 respectively by

(2. 1) Fx Y= VVX FF+ F'Fr V F,

(2.2) VzY=VVvzVY+V'Vv.zVΎ+V[VfX, VY}+V'[VX, VΎ}.

PROPOSITION 2. 1. The distributions of almost product structure P are both
parallel with respect to the connections F and 9 defined by (2. 1) and (2. 2), for
every connection F.

Proof. Let Y be a vector field which belongs to the distribution 2) of the
almost product structure P. Then we have F'F=0 and hence, by the formulas
(2. 1) and (2. 2),

(2. 3) F'FχF=0, F'FχF=0

for every vector field X on the manifold M

PROPOSITION 2. 2. 7%# connection F £s £#z/<2/ to £/?£ connection F */
the distributions of almost product structure P are parallel with respect to the
connection F.

Proof. If the connections F and F are equal, then by virtue of (2. 1), we get

(2. 4) Wx Vf F+ F'Fr FF=0

and by (1. 2)

(2. 5) FFr V F=0, F'Fr FF=0.

Consequently, the distributions of P are parallel with respect to the connection F.
The converse can be verified immediately.

PROPOSITION 2. 3. If the linear connection F is symmetric and the almost pro-
duct structure P is integrable, then the connection 9 is symmetric.

Proof. Denoting by f the torsion tensor of the connection F, we have

(2. 6) vf(X, F) = VΨvx VY+ V[ V'X, FF] - FFFF VX- V[VΎ, VX] - V[X, Y]

for any two vector fields X, Y in M Now, taking account that F is symmetric,
we get

(2.7) VT(X, Y)=V[VX, VY]+V[V'X, FF]-F[F7F, VX\-V[X, Y]

and, as a consequence of ( 1. 2),

(2. 8) Vf(X, F) = F[ V F, F'jη

for any vector fields X, Y in M Analogously, we find
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(2. 9) V'f(X, F)= F'[FF,

for any vector fields X, Y in M. Thus, taking account that P is integrable, we
get

(2.10) Ff=F'?=0.

Therefore the torsion tensor f is null.

THEOREM 2. 4. Let a manifold M be with the almost product structure P and
a linear connection F. Then the formulas (2. 1) and (2. 2) define respectively linear
connections V and F. If one of them is symmetric, then the almost product structure
P is integrable.

Proof. The structure P is integrable if the distributions £) and 3)' are in-
volutive, that is, if

(2.11) V'[VX, FF}=0, F[F'Jζ F'F]=0

for any two vector fields X, Y on the manifold M. If the connection F is sym-
metric, we have

(2.12) VzY-VYX=[X, Y].

Then, the first relation in (2. 11) is equivalent to the condition

(2. 13) V'ΨvxVΎ- V'PvγVX=0.

This condition is verified by the Proposition 2. 1.

§3. Let TM= \JxMx be the tangent bundle of the manifold M, π the natural
projection and π* its differenaial. Let Y be a vector field on M and XxsMx. If
we consider F as a map F: M-»TM, we get the image Y*(XX) of Xx by its
differential F*: TM-+TTM. The connection map K: TTM-^TM is determined by

(3.1) KY*(Xx} = VXχY

for any XX$MX and any vector field F on M (for the details see [1]).
For a vector field X on M, there are two vector fields on TM, one called the

vertical lift and the other horizontal lift of X and denoted by Xv and X h respec-
tively, such that

KXυ=X,

(3.2)

KXh=Q,

The almost product structure P of TM defined in [3] and [4] is as follows:

(3. 3) π*P=K, KP=π*.
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Yano and Ishihara [11] defined the horizontal lift Vh of a linear connection Fby

(3.4)

THEOREM 3. 1. TA# distributions of the almost product structure P defined by
(3. 3) are parallel with respect to the horizontal lift Vh of the connection F.

Proof. The projection tensor fields corresponding to the two distributions of
the almost product structure P are

(3. 5) P= -r(/+P), P= (I-P)

(See [13]). We have, by (3. 2) and (3. 3),

(3.6) PXh=Xυ, PXυ=Xh.

Now, the theorem is immediate by (3. 4), (3. 5) and (3. 6).

It is known that the connection Fh is symmetric if and only if V is locally flat
[11]. Thus we get

COROLLARY. The almost product structure P is integrable if and only if the
connection V on M is locally flat.

PROPOSITION 3. 2. Let V be a linear connection in M and P the almost product
structure of tangent bundle TM defined by (3. 3). Then the linear connection V
associated with the almost product structure P and the horizontal lift Vh of the
linear connection V coincide to each other.

Proof. We have to demonstrate that there are satisfied the relations

(3.7)

For every vector field X on M, we have

(3. 8)

directly from (3. 5) and (3. 6). From (2. 1) and (3. 8), we find

y «) _|_ _ p(ΓΛ A γh _ Vπχh F«)
Δ

and consequently, by the definition of the horizontal lift FΛ and (3. 8), we get
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Similarly, we can prove the other relations.

§4. Let ξ be a vector field and η a 1-form on the manifold such that

(4.1) tffl=l.

Now we define a mixed tensor field P on TM by

(4.2)

where X is an arbitrary vector field on TM.

PROPOSITION 4. 1. The mixed field P defined by (4. 2) is an almost product
structure on TM.

Proof. From (4. 2), we get by direct calculation

For the vertical lift X v and horizontal lift Xh of an arbitrary vector field X,
the almost product structure P is characterized by

(4.3)

THEOREM 4. 2. Let M be a manifold and V a linear connection on M. The
almost product structure P on TM defined by (4. 2) is parallel with respect to the
horizontal lift Fh of V if and only if the mixed tensor field η®ξ is parallel with
respect to the connection V.

Proof. If P is parallel with respect to the connection FΛ, we have

(4.4) F|PF=PF|?

for any vector fields X and Ϋ on TM. If X=Xfl, Ϋ=Yh, we get

(4. 5) -Xh(η(YW-Xh( η(YW,

PF|* γ* = !7fr Y'-ύrxYW-WxYW

for any vector X, Y on M. From (4. 4) and (4. 5), we have
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(4.6)

for any vector fields X, Y on M. Therefore we get

(4. 7) (Vxή)(Y)ζ+η(YWχξ=Q

for any vector fields X, Y on M. Consequently, the mixed tensor field ??(x)<? is
parallel with respect to the linear connection F.
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